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Eric Carpenter, 1923 Douglas 4HP, winner of the
Len Heath Trophy for most original unrestored machine
Dymchurch on the Romney Marsh Run September 2015.
Photo by Rob Smith
A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
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Firstly, a reminder that club subscriptions are due by the 31st
December, which is also the cut-off date for entries to The Pioneer Run,
so support your club and get your renewals and entries in.
Not surprisingly, there’s a Great War theme running through
this Club News, but to bring us bang up to date, we've now got a
new FaceBook site; please do ‘like’ and ‘share’ www.facebook.com/
SunbeamMotorCycleClub if you’re a FaceBook aficionado.
There’s also an update from Richard Mummery regarding the Arter AJS, a great feature
on his CS1 by Mick Adams and an interesting Obscure Makes article by John Hodson, I had
wondered if the Draper of Wartnaby and Draper I saw at Jurby was connected with Bentley
and Draper of spring frame fame.
Mrs Marjorie Ayers, our esteemed President, has contacted me to pass on her best wishes
for Christmas and the New Year to all club members. I'm sure you will join me is wishing her
all the best.
With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year to you and yours,

Treasurer
Andrew Leslie
Trials Secretary
Neil Sinclair

Hello everyone,
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Peter Donaldson
28 Lesney Park Road,
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All the best, Julie.

33rd Welsh Week - 18 June To 25 June 2016

John Appleton

New Venue New Routes: With Route Cards And Maps
From the start in 1984 the Welsh Week has always been based at Aberystwyth University.
Until 2014 we were accommodated in Pantycelyn Hall but this has now been closed for
renovation. This year we were housed in three flats, on the campus but some distance from
our food!

07885 660939

sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk

For 2016 it will not be possible to arrange suitable accommodation to meet our requirements
so a new venue has been found.

01424 772598

royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk

Radnor Revivals is based at Llanbister, about ten miles east of Rhyader. The site, for which
we will have exclusive use, comprises five lodges, each with two double rooms, bathroom,
lounge and a kitchen. There is another lodge which will be our Club Room, a dining area
and a place to relax in the evenings. Meals include a full cooked breakfast, a three course
evening meal with a varied menu. A buffet lunch and/or packed lunches will also be provided.
There is adequate parking space for cars and trailers and a covered area for the motorcycles.
Workshop facilities are available.

Other Team Members
01797 344277

sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk
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Camping is also possible and arrangements for this are under discussion.
The costs will be around £20 entry fee, £282 (less booking deposit of £12) for accommodation
etc, payable with the entry fee.
A confirmation slip will be sent out at Christmas to all who have attended earlier events.
I have spent some time at Radnor Revivals and can confirm that the lodges are very
comfortable and quiet – no seagulls! Bev and Tim Kemp are keen motorcyclists and Jack,
their younger son, has some interesting runs planned for us.
More information can be found at www.radnorrevivals.com or please contact me on 01296
623048 or Colin Bentham on 01761 241516. Please contact us before January to reserve
your space.

Notice of AGM:

Saturday 5th March 2016

Arnold Marshall

The Annual General Meeting of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd. will be held on Saturday
5th March 2016 at the Peacock Lodge, Eastbourne Road, New Chapel, Surrey, RH7 6HL.
The meeting will commence at 2.00pm sharp. Peacock Lodge is on the A22 road between
the M25 and East Grinstead.
Any member may propose a resolution for consideration at the AGM, but any proposal
must be in writing, duly signed by the proposer and seconder and sent to the Hon. Secretary
a minimum of 30 days before the AGM.
Proposers and seconders are required for all existing names that wish to stand, plus
nominations for any of these posts. The nominated person will need to submit, in writing, their
willingness to stand. Proposers of any persons for office or resolution will need to attend the
AGM otherwise their proposal will lapse.

2016 Membership Cards

Peter Donaldson

When you renew your membership with the Club, either direct with me the Membership
Secretary or via the Pioneer Run entry form, if you do not supply an S.A.E. then your annual
membership card will be enclosed with the next Club News despatched to you after the card
has been raised.
We have already sent about 150 with the last Club News and are heading toward 100 with
the next News to be despatched, i.e. the one you are now looking at.
New Members will receive their cards with their welcome pack. Over 40 have been raised
and sent in the last month.
This is no deviation from past practice, but I still receive odd calls from members asking
where their new card is within a week or so of their sending cheque and no S.A.E. If of course
you do not receive your card within a reasonable time frame as outlined do please contact me.

Marque Specialists: Latest Addition
New Imperial and Quadrant
Quadrant: Eddie Keightley 01234 870343
New Imperial: Andy Dean. Member of the New Imperial Owners Association for quite a few
years and fairly good experience of most of the range right up to the really modern 1930's
models. Andy’s contact details are email: andy@keephatch.net Phone: 0118 9772178 or
07799 848914.

All the above to myself (Hon. Secretary) in writing, by the 24th January, 2016 please. My
address is Mumford Cottage, Swan Street, Wittersham, Kent, TN30 7PJ
Twenty-one days before the AGM, all members will receive a formal notice of the meeting,
the agenda and a financial statement.

Merry Christmas Everybody from Monty!

Baz Staple

Meanwhile for all your Christmas Shopping
needs:
The Green Spark Plug Company Ltd.
A useful addition to our list of Club Member Services
is the above well known specialist in supplying
suitable spark plugs for old machines. Tim Green of
that company is also available for advice and club
members can obtain spark plugs at 10% discount
by quoting coupon code - CLUBMEM10. Visit their
website www.gsparkplug.com to see their complete
range of spark plugs.
New Imperial: A trio of 1914 Light Tourists at rest, from
the stable of Andy Dean, our latest marque specialist.
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

2016 Cannonball Run: An Update
Just to let you know that I have found a motorcycle for the Cannonball Run. The bike is a
1916 Harley-Davidson F type. I found the bike in Australia and it is in the process of being
shipped to the UK.
The bike was originally imported into the UK in 1916; here it was fitted with "The Turner"
sidecar sold by Griffin & Co Birmingham. The original UK licence plate number was NA 6111,
which looks like a Manchester registration. The motorcycle and sidecar found their way to a
private collection in the USA and when this was auctioned off ended up Down Under.
Attached is a photo of the Harley and I would love to know a bit more of the history of the
bike when it was here in the UK.
Once it’s back in the UK we will start working on getting the motorcycle race ready and the
search is now on for parts. If there is anybody with parts for sale for a 1916 Harley-Davidson
F-type (three-speed) then please contact me.
Harry Verkuil (hverkuil@btinternet.com)

1916 Harley-Davidson: 2016 Cannonball Contender
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While attending the VMCC Founders Day event at Stanford Hall I sought out the Sunbeam
Club's well sited and attractive stand where I spoke with Baz Staple. I explained to Baz that I
had moved to North Devon for a slower lifestyle and a nice large workshop to fettle my two,
three and four-wheel projects.I had hoped to take part in lots of vintage runs. Alas, though
there are many VMCC sections and lots of local classic bike clubs in the South West, I have
so far been unable to find runs that cater for vintage or veteran bikes.
Surely, I thought, there must be lots of like minded folk here in the South West with similar
bikes?
Therefore how many like-minded folk are there all wanting to ride their machines along the
many miles of perfect lanes and roads in and around North Devon and maybe beyond?
I live near the former market village of Bradworthy, which boasts the largest square in the
South West. The square is already used by the local VMCC section for the start of an annual
trip over Dartmoor. No parking charges and very large so room for many machines.
On the square stands the Bradworthy Inn dating from the 16th century. As well as being
the local it also has an attached café, restaurant and rooms to let. They would be delighted to
accommodate us as a meeting place whether it be for an annual bike ride or more, an evening
or midday gathering to
plan fun on our bikes.
Well, what am I
proposing I hear you
thinking.
Basically
anything that helps us to
enjoy our hobby to the
full. So from a once-ayear South West Run
to regular meets. I am
assured that the club
management is happy
to endorse a section
here as well as a yearly
event, so who knows, if
it is what people want.

Kind Regards,
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Proposed South West Meet
Hello everybody,

Sunbeam Club News

To get things moving
I am going to organise
a bike run myself to suit
veterans and vintage
bikes. Obviously if
anybody would like to
help that would great.
Any help is needed for
the format of the run.
Though I have a 1929
AJS side valve I have
no direct experience
with veterans. Baz has
December 2015 - January 2016
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provided me with the clubs dates as known at this time so I am going to pop them into a
calendar and see what might be left for a run here.
Since writing to a number of people here in the South West I am happy to report that there
is interest and support. One gentleman has suggested a run of no more than 50 miles and
described his like of those runs on the Continent, events in Belgium, Holland and Germany.
He went on to say he regularly rides in Kent and Yorkshire, I’m glad he likes Yorkshire my
home county. If members would like to bring along non-members they would be welcome, but
please make them aware that the club's cut-off date is for machines pre-1940.

other Vintage machines, I noticed the last sentence ‘but these bikes have not been recently restored by
the Museum’. So, my mistake. Meanwhile I am awaiting clarification from Sammy Miller, as the Duzmo
details state the machine was made in 1923, but was raced in 1920.

Meanwhile, here’s another picture of interest, it’s a 1920 Duzmo, ridden by Tim Walker on last
year’s September Challenge and the winner of Best Solo. Picture by Alec Thompson.

If you have any interest at all please let me know, either by telephone, or email which ever
suits you. I will create a list of interested parties and then keep everyone up to date as things
develop.
My contact details are Kismeldon Farm, West Putford, Holsworthy EX22 7XH, email
pdyson@jumbler.co.uk and telephone 07974 230840. If you ring, the signal is pretty poor
around these parts and I am a little hard-of-hearing so please just leave a short message and
I will ring you back.
Bye for now,
Paul Dyson
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Thought For 2016?
Dear Ed,
Today, the 21st Century everything has changed, technology is a driving force, commerce
rules, development is encouraged. Some may not like it but it’s reality, join it or sink. With
these thoughts in mind is it time we considered the future of our club as individuals who can
offer something positive? My New Year resolution is to learn to use a computer, what’s yours?
Regards Dave Masters

Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Paul Rees

Sammy Miller: Duzmo
Dear Julie.

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from
6pm.

I refer to the picture in the Oct-Nov Club News just arrived showing Sammy Miller behind
a Duzmo motor cycle entitled “Sammy Miller Museum: Latest Restoration”. Sammy Miller
purchased this machine from a sale at Pugh’s of Ledbury where the motor cycles and parts
of the late Mrs Joyce Cobbing were disposed of. It was then in the condition you now see it.

November club night was well attended and an enjoyable evening was had by all. A general
knowledge quiz, set and run by Dave Masters, caused some head scratching and digging
into the memory banks, so many thanks to Dave for providing an interesting and entertaining
evening.

If there are any doubts, then view the November picture on the 2015 calendar of the Vintage
Motor Cycle Club. I took that picture and submitted it to the VMCC in Sept 2014.

Forthcoming dates are:
Thursday January 7th 2016 club night is the traditional January "Noggin and Natter".

Prior to that, the machine had been restored by Nick Harrison, who also owns a Duzmo and
knows more about them than most. This was completed in time for the machine to be entered
in the 2014 Banbury Run. Just want Nick Harrison to have due credit.

As soon as I have firm arrangements for the following three months I will let you know, but
in the meantime, if you have any suggestions, or contacts that might be suitable subjects for
a club night, I would be most grateful. My contact details are paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk or
01323 844766.

Thanks for all your work on behalf of the Club.
Dennis Beale
Editor’s Note: Dear Dennis, thanks for pointing out my mistake, the Duzmo was indeed not restored by
Sammy Miller. Originally the Sammy Miller Museum sent through details of their latest restoration, a BSA
Bantam, but this machine was not of interest. So I requested details of a machine more suited to the
club and they sent through the Duzmo details. However, on re-reading their email, which detailed several
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Thursday 4th February 2016: Film show of the 2015 Kop Hill Climb, kindly provided by Club
stalwart John Buckingham. Several Club members took part in this event, so it should be of
particular interest for us.
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Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall

Rob Smith

These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown
Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub) TN15 6BZ. Grid
reference O/S188 574 629). Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact
George Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com
Forthcoming dates are:
December
Monday 21st December: Christmas Party Night with some mince pies and nibbles laid on.
January
Monday 18th January: Club Member Robin Vince has kindly offered to give us a talk on Home
Built Aircraft.
November
An invitation was sent out to all our regulars to bring an unusual or mechanical object of
interest and we had an excellent response and attendance with a table full of of interesting
items.
John Waghorn brought a collection of carburettors from early veteran to late '20s, Dave
Blanchard a twin Amal Monobloc carburettor set up mounted on a board with a clever linkage
that opened one throttle slide later than its twin on the other carb', David Baldock a collection
of early motoring tools and equipment, Robin Vince a spare Zenith carburettor from his Auster
aircraft and Paul Bullock a cutaway Sachs Wankel engine.
We brought a spare crankshaft along from our veteran Dayton with a dummy created from
scrap made when the engine needed to be balanced (article published in Club News No. 869).
Numerous photos and magazines were also on display so a great evening was had by all.
Thanks again to you all and for your support this year, we have had several offers of talks/
DVD's and to bring machines in 2016 which is greatly appreciated.

Club Meetings at The Vine, Essex

Rob Woodford

First Saturday of the month. The Essex meet has now moved to:
'The Vine', Vine St, Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR Phone: 01371 811822
www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk

New Members

Peter Donaldson

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Martin Adams (Yorkshire)
Peter Ashlee (Kent)
M. Bodenham (Sussex)
Stephen Corbett (Cheshire)
Robin Cotrill-Downing (Wales)
Graham Gasson (Surrey)
Ian Hirons (Warwickshire)
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Tim Kemp (Wales)
David Lawless (Cheshire)
Arthur Livings (Norfolk)
Peter Dixon Payne (Kent)
Stuart Penny (Middlesex)
John Seale (Sussex)
Robert Vince (Kent)
Derek Wickes (Essex)
Sunbeam Club News

The Second Romney Marsh Run

Jane Anderson

Ian and I had a very relaxed drive down to Romney Marsh as we stayed with my brother and
his wife overnight who lived locally, so no early departure from home. They have since moved
to Norfolk, which is extremely inconvenient for next year.
We arrived in good time at The Star Inn, St Mary in the Marsh, and were ushered into the
paddock next to the pub with all the genuine welcome you would expect visiting someone's
house for tea.
This was the second
Romney Marsh Run
organised by Julie and
Rick; the inaugural run
the previous year was
not a success for me.
My hitherto completely
reliable TD Cross decided
at the last minute to be
unreliable, and after a
major attempt to repair it
with the help of the very
kind Steve Whymark
and an amazing set of
tools plucked from his
motorcycle
toolbox,
achieved only the first
500 yards of the route
in a sort of sporadic
grabbing motion before
I gave up and crept back
to the paddock pushing
the TD Cross.
However, this year
was more successful,
and I crossed the start
line with everyone else
without mishap.
It was a beautiful
Bernard Rudge’s 1926 350cc New
autumn day, and I was
Imperial Model 3A 350cc in the paddock.
much taken with the
quiet beauty of the
sparsely populated Marsh, the Fifth Continent as it is known; very flat obviously (and brilliant
riding country for a veteran motorcycle I thought to myself), and no strong crosswinds to fight
against. There were miles of open grass wetland, bordered in part by dykes and willows and
largely occupied by the local Romney sheep who seemed completely unperturbed by the loud
spattering notes of elderly machinery. This successful breed was exported in large numbers
overseas in the nineteenth century, valued for their hardiness, long fleece, and resistance to
foot rot. They peered at me with enigmatic faces, and I wouldn't have been at all surprised to
see the occasional ram wearing a monocle.
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There were occasional groups of walkers who waved, and the cycling race which seem
always to coincide with motorcycling runs. There were also family groups of cyclists, a fairly
alien sight in our part of vertiginous West Sussex which attracts the more competitive lycra
clad variety keen on the exhausting inclines riding lightweight bicycles.
These apart, the lanes on the route were extremely quiet with few cars, a blessing, so that
the relatively long stretches of road could be really enjoyed without having to continuously
slow down to pull over, stop and start again. The junctions seemed few and unchallenging,
and so the short route which I had chosen passed quickly and enjoyably.

Romney Marsh Run

Julie Diplock

Many thanks to everyone who helped, especially Les Mills and Avis Baxter. Thanks also go to
Brian and Babs McManus at The Star Inn, our hosts for the event. Next year’s date is again
the last Sunday in September, 25/9/16. The results are:
Most original unrestored machine - Len Heath Trophy : Eric Carpenter 1923 Douglas 600cc.
Furthest travelled – Daily Express Cup : Arran Marshall, Zenith.
Most admired veteran - Lightfoot Trophy : Nick Pearce, 1914 Douglas.
Most admired vintage - Sunbeam 200 mile Trial Trophy : Glenn Del Medico 1926 Royal Enfield

1929 Norton CS1 Time Warp Machine

Mick Adams

It must have been at the Garden of England Run in 2010 that I got talking to a chap called
Alf Sandford. Initially we were chatting about our respective bikes, and then we strayed into
our working lives. Alf had been a jewellery polisher, and by coincidence I had been working
in an associated industry, and worked with a lady called Margaret Rickaby, who, way back in
the early 70’s changed her name to Sandford, because she married Alf! What a small world.
Alf and I kept in touch and he would often ride down from South London on one of his bikes
and in due course he told me about the Norton CS1 which he had awaiting restoration. This
was a remarkably original example. There were tax discs for 1930 and 31, for the UK and for
the Isle of Man, but no known history after that until Alf bought the bike.

In the paddock: John Taylor’s 1914 Ariel Sport
On my return to the pub, I was surprised to see how many people were there. The outside
tables were fully occupied with Sunday lunchers and the bar was full. There were cyclists and
classic car drivers and even horse riders, and other folk just enjoying the place. Apparently a
normal Sunday. It was interesting to discover that Noel Coward lived in a cottage adjacent to
the pub for a while early in his writing career.
In the paddock, Ian had already bought a round of drinks; motorcycling runs with pubs
attached are always the runs of choice for him, and a sort of blokey badinage had erupted
with our neighbours Messrs Pocklington and Taylor. We ate lunch and cruised round looking
at other motorcycles and chatting to other riders.
On the way home, I reflected on the day, and considered how lucky we were to be able to
enjoy our machines at these lovely events run by people who give up so much of their spare
time to organise them.

I have tried to find some history on the bike, but got no further than the details supplied by
Simon Grigson: It was supplied to Beach Motors of Great Portland Street, London, with a Type
F sidecar, and first registered on 23/4/1929.
The CS1 engine was designed by Walter Moore, and in 1927 an example ridden by
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Alec Bennett won the TT at an average speed of 68.4 mph. Stanley Woods was four minutes
ahead but was unaware of the fact, and was forced to retire with clutch trouble. Walter Moore
had designed the engine in his own time, and was therefore able to take the design with him
when he left to join NSU in Germany in 1929. He was replaced by Arthur Carroll, who was
given the brief to design a new overhead cam engine.
When I visited Alf he showed me the bike in his shed. The handlebars were a bit bent, and
looked as if they had been straightened after being very bent indeed. In fact, there was a big
dent in the headlight where it could be that the carb controls had given it a good whack, in
some unfortunate incident. I was later to discover that one of the bevels had come loose, and
this may have caused the engine to suddenly stop, and possibly the rider to come off.
Alf had a few photos of the bike in the condition in which it came to him. The bike was
amazing in its relative completeness and originality. It had what was left of the original wiring,
with a single filament headlamp bulb, no dip switch or brake light, which to me suggested
little if any use after the war. It also had the original three-brush dynamo and magneto, both
of which showed minimal wear.
I was later to discover that the engine, which appeared to be seized, was in fact locked up
with solidified Castrol R. Unfortunately the piston was missing, along with the valves, upper
bevels and parts of the oil pump. The only remaining parts of the carb were the slide and air
block hanging on their cables.
I was so taken with this bike that I asked Alf if, in the event that he were to part with it, I could
have the opportunity to buy it. Alf passed away in 2013 and I was allowed to buy the bike from
his estate. I was of course very sad to lose a friend, but pleased to have the opportunity to get
the bike on the road again.
Arrangements were made and the CS1 was collected on a trailer in September 2013. I then
began a detailed examination. Every nut and bolt on it was loose. I concluded that Alf had
taken it to pieces, but I was not sure to what extent. I decided that I would strip it down to the
bare frame and rebuild it. This would enable me to be sure that it was all mechanically sorted.
Now there was some debate. I had two schools of thought advising me. Some people
thought that the obvious thing to do was to repaint, re-nickel and replace everything in
order to end up with a show winning bike of remarkable originality. Others, however, were
equally adamant that the bike was in good enough condition to be mechanically sorted but
cosmetically left as it was.
After a great deal of consideration I decided to go with the latter of these arguments, on the
basis that it would be still possible to do the repaint at a later date if I chose, but once done
there was no going back. Now that the job is done I am very happy with this decision, as I
think it looks wonderful just as it is!

and therefore the original con rod, with the 5/8” gudgeon pin. There was some debate about
the most suitable piston, but it was finally agreed that the one acquired by Alf was in fact a
good match with the original, and therefore perfect for the job. Tom also found that there was
evidence of damage adjacent to the lower bevel, and so it could have been this that caused
the engine to suddenly stop, and was responsible for a possible parting of rider and bike! The
bore had just a few thou of wear, and it was not necessary to rebore the cylinder.
Upon reassembling the clutch it looked very much as if the clutch plates were those supplied
by the factory, which is quite feasible as the speedo had a mere 6000 miles on the clock. I
was also able to reuse the original wire wound clutch cable, and after a good re-greasing the
original speedo cable!
I had the original Bakelite steering damper, but unfortunately it was broken in half, and
Simon had supplied a replacement. However the original was embossed “Pat Pending”
whereas the later one quoted a patent no. I decided therefore that using part of an aluminium
beer can, and JB Weld, I would stick the old one back together. So far it is still in one piece!

The saddle covering was brittle and useless, as were the perished rubbers underneath it. It
was sent to R K Leighton in Birmingham to be recovered, who did an excellent job.

The rebuild was going well and I now had the engine in the frame, the oil tank and pipes
connected too. With plenty of oil in the system I removed the spark plug and the oil return
pipe, and then turned the engine over until I could see oil coming back to the tank and to the
top bevels. All set for the start-up then!

The inside of the headlight was a beautiful sight, as the wiring inside was in almost pristine
condition, and I was able to rewire it using all the original parts including the heat dissipater
for the three-brush dynamo.

All three chains were fitted. There is really very little room for three chains, and tensioning
them all, taking into account the tightest spot, and the need for a bit of “slop” was not the
easiest of jobs, but I got it as good as I found possible.

The dynamo and magneto were delivered to Merv Kendal in Luton, with the instruction to
recondition but to leave the appearance alone, which he duly did.
The engine was delivered to Tom Gilby who set about it very quickly. He found that it was
locked solid by the Castrol R, but he was able to use the original big end but with new rollers,

It was time to fit the rear spring to the frame and rear stand, should’ve been easy. I asked a
couple of friends how best to approach the task. They both smiled and said words to the effect
that this would not be at all easy. This turned out to be the case and must have taken in all a
whole day. It must be one of the toughest springs to fit anywhere. In the end I had the
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bike over the ramp, with the wheel removing piece removed from the ramp to provide access
to the ramp frame. I used a piece of old chain together with a piece of bent coathanger, and
contrived to get the spring in position by slowly raising the bike and ramp, whilst the spring
was attached to the ramp chassis. At a certain point it was possible using a screwdriver to
slide the end of the spring into place. Simple? NOT.

it to work, which it now does very well. So well, actually, that it cooked the first battery I fitted
and so I have to be quite careful with it! There was also a bit of tuning to the carb, and the
first serious ride was the 2015 Garden of England Run. I rode it to the start, completed the
run and rode home, feeling quite pleased at having ridden about 100 miles.

I had decided to buy a new Amal 276 direct from Amal, rather than use the collection of
parts acquired by Alf. They told me that this would be a special build and would take six
weeks, but sadly this turned into about six months; they did seem to be in a mess. So out of
utter frustration, I bought a new Concentric Amal carb from Michael at Surrey Cycles. Michael
was most helpful and this is the carb now on the bike.
Simon Grigson was very helpful too, and rebuilt the Amal Binks parts which Alf had
acquired. I may yet get it running on this but for now it has the incorrect later Concentric.
The next job was to set the ignition. I can do this- yes I can! The piston has to be set at
5/8” BTDC with the advance/retard in the fully advanced position. I set it up and tightened it
down, but the engine would not run. I repeated this again and again, and unsurprisingly, got
the same result.
To cut a long story short I finally realised that when I was tightening down the mag, I was
allowing some movement and upsetting the crucial position of piston and therefore the all
important spark. Once it was set in accordance with the makers instructions, it started!
On 2/11/2014 we invited the neighbours in to witness the first start, possibly for 83 years.
(Yes we cheated but I claim poetic licence). On the day it started about fourth kick, with vast
amounts of oil smoke billowing everywhere, until the excess of oil overcame the spark and it
stopped. However the mission was accomplished although everyone delights in telling me it
was in gear, and so it was good that the rear wheel was off the ground.
It was necessary to “spark” the dynamo, in accordance with instructions from Merv, to get

I have found that the engine is happy at about half advance for most cruising speeds, and I
have not tried to go too quickly yet as I am still running it in. However I feel it will probably go
quite quickly if I were to advance the spark once at cruising speed, 55 mph at present. I plan
to complete about 1000 miles before gently increasing the speed, so I have about 500 miles
to do in early 2016, and I can’t wait!

From The Sunbeam MCC Archive

Roy Plummer

Sunbeam Club Activities 1942 - West Middlesex and Sunbeam M.C.C.
Arrangements are being made for a joint walk to take place on Sunday August 9th 1942.
Members will meet at Stanmore Station (Metropolitan and Bakerloo Line) leaving at 11.30
a.m. sharp, on foot, for the Battleaxes Inn, Aldenham. The walk will be about five miles by an
indirect route; sandwiches should be brought, and beer will be available at the ‘Battleaxes’.
The afternoon will be spent at Aldenham watching a cricket match (if not too sleepy). Tea
will be arranged at the ‘Battleaxes’ and, if the timing is good, the party will arrive back at the
Corner House P.H. Stanmore at 19.00 hours.
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More On The Arter AJS

Richard Mummery

has a programme for that meeting I would be most interested to hear from them.
Wishing you all a Happy New Year, Richard Mummery.
Editors Note: For the first instalment see Club News 867, April/May 2014. Back issues are available on
our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

Bikes I Have Owned: Part Four

Bill Pile

Our new house was planned to be finished in August 1953 so we set our wedding day for mid
September, a wise precaution as it was not completed until a fortnight after “the day”.
An interesting little anecdote arose regarding the calling of the banns at both our parish
churches. The incumbent of Fetcham (Beryl’s Church) had been the curate at Bookham (my
Church) 7 or 8 years earlier; as part of our soul searching he used to take the local hooligans
swimming in Wisley Lake. We all cycled there, but he now had powered transport in the shape
of a Bond minicar. This was not running well, so most of the evening was spent sorting it out.
The banns request had a few oily smudges on it!

The pre-War Arter AJS 7R Summer 2015.
Part way through July the exhaust pipe turned up and with a little work it was fitted. This was
the last bit of the puzzle and the bike was finished and ready to get fired up. During the winter
I had made up a set of starter rollers but they were not powerful enough to get the engine
spinning. The saddle height is rather tall which makes it difficult to run and bump. Now I had
entered it to be shown in the marque at the International West Kent Run on the Sunday, and
as by that time I had not found two strong pushers so the rebuilt engine had still not been run.

Anyway, post the wedding and moving in, early in 1954 a couple of my pals were riding
motocross, nee scrambling, and talked me into joining them. One had a 250 Sunbeam with
the finning machined off the barrel and running on dope, it had AMC teles and a home brewed
swing-arm conversion. The other pal had a road going Matchless, sans lights and anything
else to save weight and fitted with knobbly tyres. Their transport was a Thames Van just
capable of taking three bikes slowly. They found me a 350 Matchless (ex WD) which had been
set up as a scrambler with AMC forks and a homemade swing-arm constructed using jeep
shock absorbers. It ran OK and would do for a start. With an oil change and a check of the
gearbox and forks it was ready for first meeting. I do not recall riding anywhere else except
Tunnel Hill, Pirbright, for two reasons: fuel costs and the time the Thames Van took to get
there.

So on the Sunday it was on show, with some fuel in the tank. The bike generated quite a
bit of interest, and I would like to thank those who gave me a little more information about its
racing and indeed some information about racing at Brands in the forties and fifties. During the
day I was asked many times if I was going to fire it up. As the engine had not run and there
were a lot of people about I kept putting them off as I did not want egg on my face if The Beast
refused to start. At 3.45 again I was asked to fire it up and as there did not appear to be too
many people about, I asked Eric Patterson (of Kempton Park fame) if I could use his starter
rollers. Eric obliged and once on the rollers he advised using third gear. This I did , with petrol
on and ignition slightly retarded Eric set the rollers going, once the back wheel was merrily
spinning I let the clutch in and after only a few compressions it fired up. I ran the engine up
and down the revs for a few minutes and it did not miss a beat. So that was the icing on the
cake for that day.
A little more information has turned up regarding the bike. Club member Chris Booth (of
Morgan fame) has passed onto me a photo taken at Brands in 1952 showing grass bikes
coming up 'Paddock Hill' but on the road. The shot was obviously taken during a race and the
Arter bike is there in third place. It clearly has the present front forks fitted, so I nearly have
its full racing history apart from I don’t know the name of the rider in the photo. So if anyone
18
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For most of the summer of 1954 we rode every couple of weeks, I did not get any better and
only came off a few times when my front wheel got stamped on in a corner. The other two tried
harder than me and of course got hurt. Bob (Sunbeam) worked in the research department of
EMI and eventually his boss laid it on the line and said “If you want to go scrambling OK, but
you have not got a job here”. This caused Bob some deep thought. Doug (Matchless) also
owned the van, which he used in his electrical contracting business, so he could not be off the
air to long. As for me (the other two weren’t married) Beryl was by now fed up with me skiving
off, not only on the Sunday all day but getting bike ready and loading up most of Saturday,
and being too tired to do lot on Monday. She was quite justified as we had all the decorating
to do inside the house, and a large area of garden to sort out, paths to lay, a garage to build,
etc. In view of these pressures all three of us decided to give up our competitive careers, my
bike went to a guy in Reading whose kid brother wanted to make a start, think I got £45 for it.
We bought a car, a 1936 Wolseley 10/40 and I got on with chores. My father-in-law used to
buy his cars from the Brockham Motor Company (bear with me), whose owner he had bought
from pre war. On one visit I asked him what he did when a bike came in for part exchange.
He said basically they were a pain as they were difficult to pass on. We eventually agreed he
would allow book price or lower, take £10 for his involvement and give the bike to me to sell.
I had a few over the years, nothing exotic, 250/350 BSA, 350 AMC, the odd Ariel and Enfield,
I rode them around until they moved on and I squared up with the dealer.
Our son Chris appeared in 1958, and our daughter in 1961 so bikes took a back seat until
my posting to East Africa in 1969.

The Bikes That I Have Borrowed: Part Three

Peter Donaldson

Mike Holloway, a Sunbeam Club member, sadly died of cancer on 13th of March this year. He
was a first rate Trials rider on an assortment of AMC machines and the secret to his success
was not only his great riding ability but also his technical ability and preparation. He prepared
his machines to suit his riding skills and this took him into his 70s winning his class against all
others, whatever their machine, or their age. I was honoured to be offered rides on all three
of those successful bikes.
The first was a springer late '50s that varied in bore between 350cc and 410cc. I had the
loan of this machine which had taken him to win the Star Group Championship in the Pre-65 A
Class (over 250cc) for a number of years. I rode it in a Star Group event at the old lime works
near Dorking. First I found that the motor was more akin to a scrambler than a Trials mount
and unfortunately that motor had me in a lot of trouble on a very wet day and lime is slippier
than wet chalk; that instant response and power was a disaster for me. A later ride at Hungry
Hill was somewhat better.

Those two rigid 350cc AMC trials irons were not the first of that factories product that I rode
in rigid form. The first few of the 20 odd annual Arbuthnot Trials I rode was when the event
was open only to rigid rear motorcycles and I rode a nice loaned 350cc there. Then the same
chap loaned me a rigid 500 cc Matchless. I wasn’t that enamoured at this, for the machine
looked pretty well as bought new, and in those days other than an alloy motor, wide spread
gear cluster and Trials tyres it looked and felt like a late 40’s road machine with low ground
clearance. The Arbuthnot Trial was described as a Trial from between the Wars ridden today
and each year it has a similar 70-odd mile route with around half of that off road. We plodded
along and eventually reached a section called Zig Zag that due to change of land ownership
is no longer in today’s Arbuthnot. It was a monster of a climb up a long steep grass ascent at
a valley head up over numerous little animal pathways full of rabbit holes following the contour
lines. I had never before got to the top of this, always thrown off line and dropping machine,
in fact few riders made the top in any one year. Without enthusiasm I plodded into the climb
on a very small throttle opening and anticipated stepping off the fallen machine. But that didn’t
happen. On a slow powerful 500cc tick-over we climbed up over each of these numerous
pathways and eventually through the “Ends Card” clean. I sat stunned at the top of the section
for ages watching bike after bike coming to grief and my opinion of this 500cc went up many
notches, and I borrowed it several more times before it changed hands and was bought by
fellow Sunbeam Club member Brian Humphries. He spent a lot of time and effort bringing it
into looking like a serious Trials mount and he enjoyed it immensely. I have heard the whisper
that our Paul Casling may be loaned that very machine for the Talmag Trial at the end of next
January, lucky lad.
I started riding in Trials on a James and befriended another James rider. After six months
or so I had bought a brand new Greeves and a few months later he bought a brand new
over-the-counter 350cc Matchless. After a few rides together we swopped machines for an
event, and oh what a disappointment! The Greeves was sold as a potential award winner but
the Matchless in standard form was pretty hopeless as were the early Triumph Cubs and BSA
C15s. In fact most makes of Trials machines as sold up to the late ‘50s and early ‘60s needed
specialist attention to bring out their latent abilities. This Matchless certainly did. The works
‘bikes as a whole were not what you could buy over the counter. Other than Greeves and DOT
it took the 1964 arrival of the Bultaco to give us an instant useable Trials machine. After the
late ‘60s to this day you buy a new Trials machine and you have a great useable implement.

The next ride was on one of the two machines, 350cc, rigid rear, which he rode to three
successive years of Championship wins in the Sammy Miller Annual Series. The last of those
was last year and he was 75 years old. The motor was lovely and soft and almost impossible
to stall at slow speed. It was a beauty but by now Mike had changed his riding position and
the footrests were half way from the normal rear mounted position at the base of the rear sub
frame to between there and the rear spindle making it a long stretch for me.

There have always been specials built up from road machinery into very useable Trials
bikes. I had the use of one worked on by Keith Court of whom Chris Mawer wrote an obituary
in the August/September 2015 Club News. The machine was one of the later Matchless
tall-engined machines before the arrival of the small fat G5 bikes. This Matchless had the
original iron motor and electrics from an energy transfer system on the timing side of the
lower engine. This gave a wider bottom to the engine which caught me out a couple of times
in sandy ruts made by previous machines with narrower engines. Otherwise it was a reliable
and pretty good Trials machine in the Pre-65 A Class. Another special I rode on several
occasions was a Triumph Tiger 100 based mid-50s machine. It was very powerful and had
rapid acceleration which made it a handful but it steered a treat and in dry or sand conditions
it was fantastic, deserving a better rider than I.

The following week I rode the other championship bike and that had a scrambles contender
motor and another of his secrets fell out of the bag. With his long years of riding Sammy Miller
Series he chose the machine which best suited him to the course. This time last year he
loaded me on that springer, now with the 410cc motor and sent me off belting round Jacksons
Wood, thanks Mike.

The chat was that you haven’t made it in Motocross by 28 years old then you were over the
hill. So I got the loan of a very breathed-on modern 500cc Matchless in 1967 for the season,
with the push rods hidden deep in the cylinder fins. I was just 28 years old and I progressed
ok and was usually well placed in the junior class but never in the money. Then in a real
tussle on a winding WD land course, my front wheel was between the rear wheels of
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two other machines. When they suddenly split apart round a fallen ‘bike, I had nowhere to go
except over the downed machine and straight over the rider. He went to hospital and shaken
I finished. The next week I was down on the Isle of Sheppey on a flat wet course. Forty ‘bikes
abreast I made a great start and at the end of the start straight I was in with the leaders when
we turned into a narrow gateway about three bikes wide. I lost it and the ‘bike went down and
I was on my side looking from ground level at 30-odd 500cc machines coming straight at me.
I rolled into a ball and closed my eyes, exhausts deafened me and mud plastered me but no
one hit me and I got up and walked away, completely and never rode motocross again and
returned to my true love – Trials.

The French Connection:

French Motorcycle Industry Pre-WWII

Gary Parkin

powerful engines for their time, however a great deal of manufacturers still used JAP engines,
Burman gearboxes, AMAC carburetors, Bowden components and Best and Lloyd oil pumps
when building their motorcycles. Also there was a lot of exchange of their own designs. For
instance New Map used Ultima engines on certain machines in their range. There were
also solely engine manufacturers such as Zurcher, LMP and Chaise (who pioneered a unit
construction engine at the same time as New Imperial, Panther and Royal Enfield). So as you
can see, it is a huge subject to write about and I cannot guarantee to get every fact correct.
Between the war years was a boom time in France for manufacturing and this can be seen
in the motorcycle industry of the time. Whilst in Britain, Birmingham was considered the hub
of everything motorcycle, the French industry was based around all of the large manufacturing
cities such as Paris, Lyon, St Etienne, Clermont Ferrand etc. Everything from your large
industrial manufacturers churning out thousands of machines each year to a couple of blokes
in a backstreet garage producing 100 a year!
However, just like Great Britain, the smaller manufacturers were swallowed up by the big
ones. Automoto being bought out by Peugeot is just one of many examples. Despite all of
this the designs of some of the French machines are truly outstanding, in particular when the
move away from ‘Flat Tanks’ started to take place; the French call a ‘Flat Tank’ machine an
‘Entretube’ by the way.
The racing scene was very important in France for proving and marketing of motorcycles.
For example in 1929 Gnome et Rhone won 10 major competitions in the 500cc class of that
year. The names themselves of these races conjure up romance and glamour:
Nice - Paris, Course de cote de Grifoulet, Six Jours d’Hiver, Course de cote de la Turbie,
Paris – Nice, Course de Cote du Mont Chauve, Roubaix – Paris – Roubaix, Course de Cote

1928 Soyer, fitted with a JAP engine. Soyer were in production from 1919 to 1937
The editor asked me to write something on the French Motorcycle Industry ‘Pre War’. Well,
where do you start? All I can say is that the French had an industry to rival Great Britain.
Manufacturers such as Automoto, Terrot, Motobecane, Rhony’X, Magnat-Debon, Dollar, New
Map, Monet Goyon, Khoeler Escoffier, Peugeot, Stylson, Ravat, Ultima, Gnome et Rhone
(who incidentally had a link with ABC), Rene Gillet, Soyer to name a few, the list goes on with
countless smaller firms who built from varied supplied components. Why did these machines
not feature heavily in Great Britain? Well that all comes down to market protection on the
part of British manufacturers and the French reluctance to export out of their own Nation and
Colonies. Also ‘language barriers’ played a huge part in those early days. Those of you that
know your history will be aware that the early Nortons were powered by Peugeot engines
notably winning TT races and also in the 1920’s Peugeot’s arrival at Brooklands caused
‘ripples’ within British manufacturers, due to the performance of their machines.
The French manufacturers were extremely accomplished at engineering some very
22
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de Reclus, Course de Cote de Castellar, Tour de France
It wasn’t all about racing and powerful sidecar ‘lugging’ machines though, as being such
a large country people needed affordable transport and the smaller capacity two-stroke
machines were hugely popular and every manufacturer had these machines in their range.
These can be bought for very sensible money at the moment, I picked up at an autojumble in
Nantes just recently with a spare engine: a Motobecane MB1 of 1924 vintage. It is a 175cc
two-stroke single speed, belt driven beast which I bought for the princely sum of £500. To pick
up a 500cc OHV Gnome et Rhone in the same condition may set you back £5000 though.
This massive industry fell to its knees when a certain Mr Hitler called and these factories
were turned over to aid Nazi War production, never to resurface in any great shape. After the
War motorcycle production concentrated on cheap affordable transport. Whilst manufacturers
such as Terrot tried to produce large capacity machines in volume, it was ill fated. Why? Well
you have to understand that the country had a plentiful supply of ex-WD machines that fell into
private hands after the war and you could buy anything from a Wehrmacht BMW, Matchless
G3 or Harley-Davidson for less money than a big French machine. Couple this with the human
element of a lack of skilled persons to design and manufacture and there you have it, the
French motorcycle industry never really recovered after the Second World War.

A Wolf Unearthed

Mike Chenery

A friend of mine was a digger driver, and
one day, early in 2003 whilst excavating
footings for houses, he and his JCB
sank suddenly and alarmingly into quite
a deep hole.

In those days, the prospective motorcycle purchaser visited the October London Motor
Show, which displayed all the new models for the following year. Then, they could either buy
at the show, or from a catalogue, but always directly from the manufacturer as there were no
agents as such. The machine would then be delivered to their local railway station.
Later on, in 2006, after some local detective work, I discovered a link to the original owner
through his daughter, who lived in Swansea with her son, and whom I visited. She told me
what she knew.
The motorcycle was bought from new by Frederick (nicknamed Friday) Enfield in January
1914. He enlisted in May that year, joining the Kings Royal Rifle Corps, but before he went,
he inhibited corrosion of the motorcycle as much as possible by filling the frame and engine
with oil so that it would be in tolerable shape when he returned.
Tragically, he was killed in action in October that year and his wife was left to raise their
daughter. She showed me a photograph of her Father seated on the Wolf, and I asked if I
could borrow it in order to take a copy. She refused point blank as she explained it was the
only photo she had of him and would not let it out of her sight, but she made her son promise
to send it to me after her death. I thought that would be the last I heard of it. However, in 2010,
not only did I receive the original photograph from her son, but also a small box containing
three war medals and a hat badge belonging to Friday. This was an extraordinary gesture.
After an initial clean of the motorcycle, I used three cans of WD40 in one week to assist
in the disassembly of parts. The oil, which was intended to preserve the engine, had come
close to petrification, but eventually patience succeeded and the whole assembly came apart
as it went together. The frame, once cleaned was in remarkable condition, only due to the
forethought of Friday Enfield.
Early in 2004, the rebuild was complete, and I had succeeded in obtaining a new time
assigned registration, BS 9966.

Inside this dark wet hole, he discovered
a complete motorcycle, rather worse for
wear, and he offered it to me, knowing
my passion for old motorcycles.

It came too late to enter the Pioneer Run for that year, but I was determined to ride the

The motorcycle was as you would
imagine; caked in wet filth, and with
corrosion commensurate with metal
standing in water for a very long period. The lower halves of the wheels were practically
non-existent and the leather on the saddle displayed the chew marks from hungry rats.
Not only was the original tool kit present and correct, but also a magnificent RAC badge.
Miraculously, the signwriting on the fuel tank was intact and I was able to decipher the name
Wolf.
Not familiar with the name, I did some online investigation and proceeded to join the Vintage
Motorcycle Club. Then, armed with the engine and frame number I approached their marque
specialist, George Scott, who lived in Ireland. Luckily at the time, he retained all the records
for Wearwell, the manufacturer of the Wolf and Wulfruna models. (Unfortunately, subsequent
to George Scott's death, this valuable collection of documents was allowed to disappear into
an anonymous private collection).
This particular machine was a 1914 Wolf Model B fitted with a 269cc Villiers engine and
an Albion two-speed gearbox but neither clutch nor kickstart. Unfortunately on examination,
the registration plate was so far gone that even minute scrutiny could only discover two
characters, and as it wasn't compulsory to register machines then, the original registration
was lost forever.

The Wolf by Richard Jones at The Pioneer Run 2014 and the VMCC Banbury Run 2013
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an overhead inlet valve together with a side valve exhaust and forced lubrication to the engine
bearings and other engine components by gear driven pump submerged in the sump. The
cylinder head is separate from the barrel and both head and barrel are held in place by three
bolts. Drive is directly by belt or, at extra cost, via a Sturmey Archer hub gear with clutch. The
magneto is front mounted, a B and B carburetter is fitted and the forks are Druid. The engine
is started by a handle located at the rear of the bike. Only one Wartnaby and Draper motor
cycle is known to survive and this currently resides in the Isle of Man Motor Museum at Jurby.
The lubrication system used by WD received much comment in the motor cycling press of
1912. In addition, the forced lubrication systems used by WD and Veloce were the subject
of comparison, each manufacturer claiming that their lubrication system was the best one
available. WD used an article published in The Engineer of November 1911 to support their
claim. An article comparing the two systems occupied a full page in The Motor Cycle of
October 1912; the author appeared to come down in favour of the WD system.
WD Motors and The Service Co., Ltd., of High Holborn, London, shared stand No 17 at The
Olympia Show of November 1912. The WD motor cycle was displayed on the stand together
with a motor cycle bearing the Service name and machines from other manufacturers.
Both Alick and William rode their WD motor cycles in various Trials and Hill Climbs. Another
WD rider was P H Bentley who was to be in business with Alick in the future. Their successes
included a gold medal in the MCC London-Exeter Trial, a silver medal in an MCC Hill Climbing
Trial and no points lost in the Coventry Reliability Trial.
route, entered or not. It was a herculean effort without clutch or kickstart given the difficulties
of the route, that is, many traffic lights and junctions. I vowed that I wouldn't attempt this again
without these modifications, which were optional extras originally.

In September 1912 a reporter from The Motor Cycle was invited to spend a day on a WD
machine. In summary, the machine was found to be fully capable of dealing with gradients and
the engine was flexible being able to work at a crawl or at speed. The silky feel of the engine

It is interesting to note that its original 1914 spark plug, which has a platinum electrode, and
normally confined to the spares on-board basket, still has such a marvellous performance,
and has been used to rescue other broken down machines.
Since 2005, BS 9966 has taken part in every Pioneer Run, every Banbury run, and
countless club runs, some 4,600 miles or so; not bad given that our combined ages will total
180 years in February 2016, wouldn't you say? See the last issue 877 for a picture of the
complete machine.
Editors Note: For more information on this make, see the Obscure Makes article by John Hodson in the
April/May 2013 edition of the Club News, available on www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

Obscure Makes:

WD Wartnaby and Draper

John Hodson

William Thomas Wade Wartnaby was born in Market Harborough in 1885 the son of William
Wartnaby, a solicitor, and Florence Wartnaby. Alick Darby Draper was born in Hemel
Hempstead in 1884 the son of Henry Draper, a school master, and Amy Draper. William junior
and Alick met when they both attended Rugby School around 1900, whilst at Rugby they took
a keen interest in engineering. Harry Ricardo attended Rugby School at the same time as
William and Alick.
In the census of April 1911 Alick and William are described as engineers, later in 1911 they
set up business in Coventry as manufacturers of the Wartnaby and Draper (WD) motor cycle.
They were based at Springfield Place, Harnell Lane, Coventry. Their business was on a very
small scale; they produced one model of motor cycle and only remained in business from
1911 to 1913.
The WD 3½ hp, 498cc motor cycle has several interesting features, for example, the use of
26
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Book Review

Rob Smith

War Bike by Martin Gegg, British Military Motorcycling 1899 - 1919
With the publication in 2013 of Michael Carragher's 'San
Fairy Ann?' and the centenary of the outbreak of World
War One, the role of the despatch riders and the machines
they rode have at last been remembered after nearly a
century of being forgotten. This new publication is the story
of British Military Motorcycling from the pioneering days
of the 1890's until the end of the First World War. Using
original War Office documents and contemporary reports
the author guides the reader through the evolution of the
Despatch Rider as a vital cog in the military wheel, whilst
a cautious War Office was immersed in the transition from
horse-power to mechanised transport.

WD Petrol Tank

The WD Engine

and quietness of the valve gear were attributed to the forced feed lubrication system.
Production of WD motor cycles ceased in 1913. In November 1914 William joined the
Royal Navy and served in the navy until August 1916, he then transferred to the Royal Flying
Corps/Royal Air Force for the duration of the war. I have not been able to find anything more
about William except that he died in 1925. In 1914 Alick enlisted with the Army Service Corps,
Mechanical Transport Branch and served until he was demobilised with the rank of Captain at
the end of the war. Alick then had a distinguished career in motor engineering. In September
1928 he applied for admission to The Institution of Automobile Engineers, the proposer for his
application was Harry Ricardo. In 1928 Alick Draper was joint managing director of Bentley &
Draper, Ltd., Mechanical Engineers of London EC3. At the time Bentley and Draper marketed
three products: Ricardo Pistons, B&D Steering Dampers and B&D Stabilizers (shock
absorbers). The company had an agreement with HC Webb and Company regarding motor
cycle forks and Steering Dampers were sold to the Triumph Cycle Company. Alick Draper
designed and patented motor cycle spring frames and entered into business agreements with
George Brough and Veloce Ltd in respect of these designs. Alick died in 1981 at the age of
about 97 years.

The author moves from the historic backdrop of
Brooklands Circuit to the barren landscape of the military
Front where volunteers took their motorcycles to War for
the first time. The book is not as detailed in content as
'San Fairy Ann?' is but contains many superb photos and
illustrations gleaned from various archives, many of which
haven't been seen since for almost a century.
A very worthwhile addition to your library, there are copies on eBay and other online book
sites at the time of writing.
Full details:
War bike: British Military Motorcycling 1899-1919 ISBN 9781326406677
Author: Martin Gegg
Warbike@Fenlandclassics.co.uk
Published 01 October 2015 by Martin Gegg, pages 116, pictures/illustrations about 70
Price £8.50. For more information about the book and to buy: www.militarymc.blogspot.co.uk

References:
UK Census Returns 1891, 1901 and 1911.
The Motor Cycle, 1912.
The Marques of Coventry, A History of the City’s Motor Industry, Warwickshire Books, 1990.
UK Royal Navy Registers of Seaman’s Services, 1900-1928.
Lives of the First World War WW1–Digital Memorial https://livesofthefirstworldwar.org
UK Birth, Marriage and Death Indexes, 1837-2005.
Mechanical Engineering Records, 1847-1930, London, UK: Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
Information from the Isle of Man Motor Museum and photographs provided by Julie Diplock.
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Book Review

John Hodson

Despatch Rider on the Western Front 1915-18: The Diary of Sergeant Albert Simpkin
MM, Edited by David Venner
It was against army regulations for soldiers to keep a diary in the First World War. To get
round this restriction Albert Simpkin recorded his diary notes in a very abbreviated or cryptic
form. Albert wrote the notes when he served with the 37th Division in France from July 1915
to November 1918. He added to the notes in the two years after his return from France and
again in the late 1930’s. The book under review here is an abridged version of Albert’s detailed
diary of his experiences; it has been prepared by his great nephew – David Venner.
Albert was an early motor cycle enthusiast; he rode his Douglas Twin all over Britain both
for pleasure and whilst working for Crossley Brothers, the Manchester based firm of marine
engineers. In October 1914 Albert’s army career began and in December of that year he
joined the 31st Signal Company as a Despatch Rider. He used his own Douglas motor cycle
for which he was paid.
The book is an impressive firsthand account of the First World War from the despatch rider’s
viewpoint. It is mainly concerned with the day to day life of the despatch rider but also covers
details of important offensives, for example, The Battle of the Somme, The Third Battle of
Ypres, The German Spring Offensive and The Final Allied Offensive.

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS

The futility and reality of war for ordinary people are covered, for example, farmers had
to continue working against a background of the war. Amusing and very sad events are
mentioned in about equal measure, anecdotes about his fellow soldiers and critical comments
on the activities, tactics and strategies of commanding officers are also included.
Sadly, there is very little mention in the book of the motorcycles used by the despatch
riders. I could find only two instances. On the arrival of a new batch of Triumphs Albert
commented “they handle rather heavily compared with my Douglas machine”. In another
instance a stampede of horses resulted in the death of one man and injury to several others.
The stampede was blamed on a backfire from “one type of motor cycle which always backfires
when starting, the old-type Triumph”.
This is an excellent book for people interested in the First World War and essential
reading for anyone particularly interested in the activities of despatch riders. It is the best
account of despatch riding in the First World War I have come across. I have no hesitation in
recommending this book.
The book contains 204 pages and 12 photographs; the recommended price is £19.99.
However, it is available directly from the publisher for the lower price of £15.99 plus £4.00
postage. Published in 2015 by Pen and Sword Books Limited, 47 Church Street, Barnsley,
South Yorkshire, S70 2AS, www.pen-and-sword.co.uk, ISBN 9781473827400.
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FOR SALE

Members Advertisements

WHITE & POPPE. 1905 single speed, 427cc. Two
owners the last 65 years. Goes up all the hills on the
pioneer run, entered 2016 event. Good reliable machine.
Well known and quite a quick early veteran with history
back to 1907. With spares £25,000.
Alex Taylor 01235 553574, email alex.taylor574@
btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15)

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising. Do mention where you saw the advert
when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
1916 Harley-Davidson F-type (three-speed) parts wanted.
Please contact Harry Verkuil hverkuil@btinternet.com (12/15)
FRANCIS BARNETT SEAGULL 43 1938 250cc: Rear stand, speedometer bracket,
handbook, pin drive 24” speedometer cable. Good photographs or patterns would be of
great help please.
Alex Taylor 01235 553574. alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15)
Amac TT carburettor wanted: T25 TT 25 clip fitting 13/16" choke diameter, complete or just
body. Good price paid.
Phone Graham Gasson on 01737 824256 daytime. (12/15)
AMAC carburettor to fit 11/8” (1.125”) stub. Suitable for fitting to a 1912 Stuart Stellar (784cc
twin two-stroke).
Contact Brian Empsall 01543 264 968. E-mail: brian.empsall@btinternet.com (12/15)
A number 32 Lucas carbide generator in good working order.
Richard Mummery 01227 751751 email sheila.mummery @sky.com (12/15)
Sunbeam engine or parts 1915/1919.
Ray Hudson 01934 844546 or email raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk. (10/15)
WANTED TO BUY: Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Pioneer rally lapel badges for the years:
1990, 92, 94 and 2001. Also any lapel badges for the Pioneer rally for the years before
1983.
If you can help please make contact via: Email: wab1@btinternet.com , text/phone 07703
888857 (Private collector in Northern Ireland) (10/15)
Cylinder head for 1930's Mk 16A Villiers engine of 247cc. Held in place by three bolts rather
than the usual four.
John Hodson 01322 524567 or johnh587@googlemail.com (Kent) (10/15)
Triumph 1914 Model C engine parts wanted: Big-end crank pin, Piston pin and 2 tappet
rods. Or advice on where to get them made. This is my first Veteran and would like to get it
running for next year.
Please Call Marcus Whatling on 01843 224695 or aopkl@aol.co.uk (Kent) (10/15)
Wanted 1935 Triumph rear-brake lever, with ratchet teeth for parking brake. (The original
was inadvertently sold 10 years ago)
Julie Diplock 01797 344277 sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk (Kent) (10/15)

1913 100cc JES machine, which was in full original patina condition until a pedal crank
broke as I was pedalling hard up a hill. Now restored, it looks very pretty and Pioneer Run®
eligible or any cyclemotor event. The original tank carried transfers for “Northern Depot
Ltd, Liverpool” which I have had re-made. Successfully run in the 75 +1 Pioneer event and
several small events near home. It still has the JES carburettor feeding an atmospheric inlet
chamber. Perfect for someone who can ride a bicycle – 1913 New Hudson. £5000 ono.
Contact Reg 01242 870375 before 9 pm please. (10/15)
2008 Honda Trail Bike CRF 230 F. Button start, good condition. MOT. Not used for 22
months. £1650 ono Peter Donaldson 01322 332087 (10/15)
Old French home in Brittany, owned for 26 years. All up and running, fully kitted out (even
pushbikes), you just need your toothbrush. No catch. Ring for a chat £60,000
Peter Donaldson 01322 332087 (10/15)
1911 Douglas model D 340cc twin. Has been stored for many years, now with engine rebuilt
and running well in original oily-rag condition with all original parts. Original registration
number, Pioneer Certificate and currently SORN’d. £13,250.
Please phone to (discuss 01584 811325 (Shropshire) (08/15)
1930 AJS R9 500sv. Complete bike in good solid condition for restoration. £3500
Arranarran2000@yahoo.com 07851091244 (Kent) (08/15)
Rudge Bicycle 1950s era. Complete and fair condition with three-speed hub gear. Suitable
for an auxiliary engine. £95
Contact Baz Staple 01892 535671 jennybaz.staple@gmail.com Kent. (08/15)
A Lucas 319 Motor Acetythote Head Light. This is a very early acetylene unit in very good
condition and would enhance a veteran machine. £250.
Contact gnbpaine@hotmail.com 01727 837577 St Albans, Herts. (06/15)
Velocette two-stroke 220cc part-engine with polished and nickel-plated flywheel, oil pump,
inlet manifold and magneto drive. Also two other part-engines, front stand and unused GTP
piston in original box. Photos available, sensible offers please.
West Sussex 01798 865108 janegog@hotmail.co.uk (04/15)

1929 Sunbeam model 9 oiltank (oval)
Rick Bailey 01797 344277 rjbailey43@hotmail.com (Kent) (10/15)
100mph Cowey speedometer, cash waiting, can collect.
Please call Mark on 01403 822512 or 07779 583868. Will be used on the road. (08/15)
Pre-1914 AJS wanted:
Please contact Pavel Baele (Belgium) via email pavel.baele@hotmail.com (06/15)
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Veteran Conundrums and Queries

‘Mantissa’
So that’s what it is! Who’s
got one in their tool roll?
‘It handles like it’s got a
hinge in the middle!’ An
accusation levelled at
much later Triumphs, but
in 1908 you could fit your
own hinge, if you had an
early-pattern frame where
the seat tube fitted into the
top tube rather than down
the saddle tube.
A general failure to adopt
the design might suggest
that it wasn’t ‘the last word’
as the advert would have
us believe.

Off The Saddle

Peter Donaldson

You will note from the last Club News that the Membership job has come back to me
temporarily. It was sad that Paul was unable to continue in the post following a job change
but he is still a Club Member I am glad to hear.
However, there is a very real reason why I have had to shed the job, which I have held over
a long period and I can recommend it and have enjoyed it. You are at the centre of the Club
in this position and get to know a fine assortment of folk. The way I run the job is based on
my working experiences but a new incumbent could shape it to suit them providing they build
in the historic records. It forms an interesting challenge but sadly I will not be able to continue
in the post past the next AGM, in March 2016. If you want the inside knowledge of what it is
all about you can phone or visit me.
Danny Kent of G.B. won the title of Moto 3 World Champion after a busy and obviously
successful season. The last time this nation won this class, then known as the Lightweight
Class, was with Dave Simmonds in 1969. In fact the last time we won any World Championship
seems light years ago; this was when Barry Sheene got the second of his World 500cc Wins.
So, very well done Danny.
Talking Lightweight Racing, for you who are interested in the Isle of Man TT Series, did you
spot that the lightweights will next year run over four laps of the Mountain Circuit, up from the
previous tradition of three laps. This will be on the Wednesday. The sidecars will run first on
the Friday 10th June and be followed on the same day by the Senior Solo TT as a grand finale
for the TT Week.
In my looking back spot, at the end of 1931 the South Eastern Gazette (now called the
Sporting Motorcyclist) gave a programme for the first 6 months of 1932 for the Sunbeam
MCC. 17th January was a closed to Club Trial at Bognor. In February, the open Sunbeam Solo
Trial. 13th March the Pioneer Run. In April, Speed Trials at Gatwick. 15th May the Sunbeam
200 mile Trial. Then 25th June more Speed Trials at Gatwick. This was followed by an
invitation to join the Sunbeam MCC at 45 shillings (£2.25) annually which included free entry
to all of the events in the Programme, which of course included current members. I wonder if
that will give our chairman further recruitment ideas?
Chatting with Paul Casling, our Trials expert, the other day I heard a bit of what he will be
up to. Heard mention of an offer to ride a very nice rigid 500cc Matchless in the Talmag Trial
from good old Sunbeam Club Member Brian Humphries on the last Sunday in January 2016,
as mentioned in my ‘Bikes I have Borrowed’ article in this News. Also that he rode in the last
of the Sammy Miller Series, the Pearce Simmons Trial, about a month back. He came a right
purler but carried on to finish in third spot in his Class. Half way through that night he had
terrible chest pains and ended up in A& E, to find he had fractured a couple of ribs. In the
circumstances he will not be at the Jack Thompson Trial next week which is normally a happy
hunting ground for him. I also heard that our Dave Blanchard who normally does well there
is finally hanging up his boots for good and also won’t be riding there either, but anticipates
observing. (Time will tell on the boot position for Dave). Back to Paul, he may also have to
give the last Star Group Event on the second Sunday in December a miss. He is currently one
mark behind Roy Enticknap, who won our Greybeards Trial this year, and Paul would have
stood a chance of winning the Championship for his Class again. Anyway he can’t be usurped
from second spot even if he doesn’t ride. Paul is also well into the planning of one of those
once in a lifetime experiences and plans with a friend to ride Route 66 in 2016. 2400 miles in
15 days from Chicago to Los Angeles and of course each on Harley-Davidsons, yes you read
that right, what a brilliant expedition. Things like that come at a cost though for a working man
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and he will not be attempting the Scottish next year. He has done that great traditional event
five years on the trot returning a better performance year on year. Maybe again in 2017.

Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd:
77th Pioneer Run
Sunday 20th March 2016

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

Starts at 8.00am from Tattenham Corner, Epsom Downs, Surrey.
To the Finish on Madeira Drive, Brighton, Sussex.
For Eligible machines registered on the SMCC Ltd. Pioneer Register.
All machines are pre-1915 and over 100 years old.
All machines now at least 100 years old
Entries are invited from all past riders who will receive entry forms through the
post or via email if we have your address
Entry Forms also available on the Club Website. www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
or direct from the organiser Ian D. McGill.
The Oaktree 13 Victoria Road Horley Surrey RH6 9BN
Tel 01293-771446 Email acsociable1@sky.com
All entry forms will be date stamped on receipt.
Sponsored by: Bonhams Auctionhouse : National Motorcycle Museum:
Classic Motor Cycle Magazine : Carole Nash Insurance

WANTED

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com

Ashford Classic Motorcycle Show: Easter Monday 28th March
Ashford Market, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent TN24 0HB. 1 mile South M20 J10

South of England Classic Show Sunday 3rd April

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL

YOU are invited to The Chairman’s Lunch 12:30 pm Saturday
2nd January 2016 Shipley Bridge Pub (Chef & Brewer)
The Chairman’s Lunch will once again be held at Shipley Bridge Pub
(Chef & Brewer) Antlands Lane, Burstow, Surrey RH6 9TE.
Buy your lunch from the well stocked menu and pay at the bar. A separate
room will be reserved for us, this is to the LEFT as you enter the premises.
Directions: From the north on A23 take left fork on to B2036 Balcombe Road
at the Waitrose Garage roundabout, continue for approx 2 miles, under
the motorway flyover to the next roundabout, turn left into Antlands Lane,
continue just over the motorway and turn left into Antlands Lane East, pub is
on the right. If on M23, leave at Junction 10, take A264 to East Grinstead, at
next roundabout KEEP left at all times through Copthorne Village and you will
arrive at the junction opposite the Shipley Bridge, turn left and immediately
right.
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Romney Marsh Classic Events
at Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD

Bikejumble: 10 am Sunday 1st May
Classic Show & Bikejumble: 10am Sun 26th June
Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 18th Sept
NEW : MCN Festival of Motorcycling
with Autojumble: 14th & 15th May

At The East of England
Showground, Peterborough PE2 6HE

South of England
Summer Classic Show
10am Sunday 24th July
South of England Classic Show Sunday 23rd October

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL
ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE

01797 344277

December 2015 - January 2016

www.elk-promotions.co.uk
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28th August

CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2015 / 2016

Greybeards Trial

Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk

Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.
21st December

8:00 Club Night

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

West Kingsdown
All
Village Hall,
welcome
Kent, TN15 6BZ

Contact: Marian Johnson (01255 554828) mari_35@btinternet.com

11th September Constable Run

Monks Eleigh,
Suffolk

Pre 1940

Contact Alec Thompson (01751 431478) alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk

17th September 8th Sunbeam September Challenge

North Yorks

Pre 1931

2nd January

Chairman’s Lunch

Shipley Bridge Pub
All
Surrey, RH6 9TE welcome

7th January

7.30 Club Night

Six Bells Chiddingly
All
East Sussex,
welcome
BN8 6HE

18th January

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown
All
Village Hall
welcome
Kent, TN15 6BZ

14th February

Gordon Jackson Trial

Bagshot Heath, Star group
North Hants

Contact Arnold Marshall (01797 270209) aw.marshall@btinternet.com

5th March

AGM

Peacock Lodge, Members
New Chapel, Surrey only
RH7 6HL

20th March

77th Pioneer Run ®

Epsom-Brighton

Pre 1915

17th April

Second Oxon/Bucks Run

Chinnor, Oxon

Pre 1940

1st May

Sixth Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill on Sea,
Sussex

Pre 1940

6/7/8/9th May

Warwickshire Weekend

Kings Coughton Pre 1940
Closed to Club

Contact: Paul Rees (01323 844766) paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

Contact: Neil Sinclair (07885-660939) sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk

Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Andy Middleton (01844 352844) apmiddleton@btinternet.com
Contact: Ian Cockshull contact@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
Contact: Jenny Staple (01892-535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com
Contact: Rob Pond (01306 628297 / 07907 649751) hoochmil@aol.com

28th-29th May Conyboro Run and auto jumble

Chiddingly,
Sussex

18th-25th June 33rd Welsh Week

Llanbister

3rd July

Rose of the Shires Run

Stoke Bruerne,
Northants

Pre 1940

10th July

Garden of England Run

Headcorn,
Kent

Pre 1940

7th August

54th Graham Walker Run

Beaulieu,
Hampshire

Pre 1940

27th August

Ginger beards Trial

Jackson Woods, Any Bike/
Horsmonden, British Bike
Kent

Contact Colin Bentham (01761 241516) colinandpip@waitrose.com
Contact: Chris Tullett (01293 783862) ryan_moore@tiscali.co.uk
Contact Tony Lloyd (01737 555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk

Jackson Woods, All Classes
Horsmonden,
Over 40
Kent
years old

25th September Third Romney Marsh Run
St Mary in the
Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Marsh, Kent

Pre 1931
Flat tank
only

Pre 1940
Pre 1940
Closed to Club

Sunbeam MCC Regalia
A selection of Club Regalia is always available to purchase.
To view photos and prices visit www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk or contact Rob
Smith, 20 The Briars, West Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 6EZ.
01474 854239 rob_sv650@btinternet.com
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Romney Marsh Run – September 2016

Photos: John Mijatovic

Martin Staple 1922 Francis-Barnett 350cc
Trophies on Display
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